Year 3/4 Humans Vs Nature – Volcanoes
and Earthquakes – Vocabulary
PSHE and Thought Box
Identity, unique, culture, tradition, journey,
influence, community, characteristics, qualities,
strangers, appropriate, inappropriate,
relationship, consent, safe, unsafe.

Geography

globe, volcano, Earth, mountain, vent, lava, gas, magma, crust,
crater, mantle, outer core, inner core, ash, dormant, active,
extinct, tectonic plates, fault lines, plate boundary, eruption,
Ring of Fire, convection, convergent, divergent, seismometer,
Richter scale, cause, effect, manage, drill, natural disaster,
tsunami, fissure, crops, fertile, erupt, particles, cluster, pattern,
zone, plate boundaries, earthquake, aftershock.

RE
Symbolism, Christmas, Christians,
nativity, Christingle, commercial,
incarnation, Jesus, cross / crucifix,
stain glass window

Maths

Music

Thousands, hundreds, tens, ones, digit, total, sum,
plus, add, subtract, altogether, difference, minus,
number sentence, column method, dienes,
exchange, rename, regroup, place value grid, equal
to, problem solve, explain, multiply, multiplication
sentence, times, group.

Unison, patterns, expression,
accuracy, pitch, rhythm, loudness,
tempo

PE
Stretch, roll, jump, land, balance, repeat,
sequence, shapes, travelling, pattern, apparatus

Science
digestive system, mouth, tongue, moistens,
saliva, teeth: incisors- cutting, slicing caninesripping, tearing molars-chewing, grinding,
oesophagus, transports, stomach acid, enzymes,
small intestine, large intestine, carnivore,
herbivore, omnivore, food chain, Sun producers,
prey, predators

Literacy
Persuasive, persuade, formal letter, conjunctions, fronted
adverbial, expanded noun phrase, atmosphere, suspense,
tension, rhetorical questions, fact, emotive, time conjunctions,
causal conjunction, edit, evaluate, publish, noun, verb,
adjective, adverb, wagoll, Rainforest Trust, paragraph, direct
speech, pronouns, prepositions, punctuation, statement,
question, command, exclamation, vocabulary

Computing

Reading

DT

Icicle, whined, celandine, blacksmith, shutters, clutching,
winter, ice, villagers, fiddlers, wolves, shapes, echo, shadow,
plunge, tunnel, ploughed, lacquered, snarling, flitting, figures,
smudge, gasp, loneliness, mittened, unimaginable, danced,
cold, cave, bats, shudder, avalanche, howling, phantoms,
gazed, disbelief, parka, needle-teeth, collisions, cautiously,
beckoning, warily, shrill, strode, crystal, stooped, strands,
flattened, captor

Identify, product, purpose, evaluate,
design, discuss, materials, suitability,
combine, components, properties,
represent, diagrams, prototypes,
annotate, tools, safety procedures,
assemble, techniques, accuracy,
criteria

